Money Machine 2
®

Self-Service Coin Counter
Free-up cashiers, generate revenue, recycle coin

Converting coins to cash is easy and affordable
Adding a self-service coin machine to your
casino is easy and more cost-effective than
ever before. With Money Machine®2 coin
counters, you can add the latest technology
for much less than you’d think. Money
Machine 2 is available in high-speed bag
or bin configurations and there are multiple
procurement options so you can add new
coin-counting services without using
precious capital. Free-up cashiers, grow
your local traffic and generate incremental
revenue with the latest coin-counting
solution from a partner you trust,
Cummins Allison.

More players mean more revenue
Local residents can add a steady and
consistent stream of business if you give
them reasons to play at your tables. You
can choose to offer coin-counting services
for no fee or a modest fee and enable
patrons to convert household change into
casino tickets.

Improve cashier operations
Keep your cashier lines short and running
smoothly by directing patrons to cash in
their coins using self-service coin machines
and eliminating the need of redeeming coin
with cashiers.

Recycle coin
Reduce costs associated with buying
processed coin. With a self-service coin
counter, you’ll increase the amount of coin
to available reuse in your property.

Why choose Money Machine 2?
Not all coin-counting equipment is the
same. Better equipment equals a better
customer experience and that’s a positive
reflection on your property and your
brand. Money Machine 2 is the latest
technology, the fastest coin counter and

is very easy for patrons and your staff to
use. It’s extremely quiet, quick and very
reliable, meaning you’ll have more uptime
with little to no involvement by your staff.
You can choose the level of coin handling
that makes the best sense for your
property. Let Cummins Allison manage
the entire process for you, manage just
the coin processing, or handle machine
maintenance only. Best of all, it’s affordably
priced so you can add desirable coincounting services in any way that works for
your operation.

Compare your options
Profit Projections*

Program/
Product

5 Years

10 Years

Years
Payback

Profit % of
Coin Volume

Purchase/Bag

$48,305

$110,735

1.4

6.6% - 8.6%

Lease/Bag

$42,935

$105,365

1.6

5.9% - 8.6%

Rent/Bag

$40,870

$81,740

N/A

5.6%

Purchase/Bin

$35,285

$85,110

2.1

4.8% - 6.8%

Lease/Bin

$29,765

$79,590

2.4

4.1% - 6.8%

Placement/Bin

$10,920

$21,840

N/A

1.5% - 2.5%

*B
 ased on 16 bag and dual bin MM2 with $2,800 per week coin volume and 10.9% user fee. Includes all
costs for managing machine and coin pickup/processing. All bin machine programs based on Cummins
Allison managing pickup, processing and reporting.

Accurate and reliable
Customer-driven technology
Money Machine 2 self-service coin
counters are the fastest high-capacity coin
processors in the industry. The patented
technology used in Money Machine 2
sorts and counts at speeds up to 4,100
coins per minute. This robust, high-speed
operation gives your customers the
best-in-class service expected of
your property.

Accuracy and dependability
Balancing is easy when counts are
accurate. Money Machine 2 processing
is intuitive and precise, with 99.995%
accuracy. This translates into worry-free
operations, less time managing coin
processing and improved efficiency.

Unmatched dependability – warranted to
50 million mixed coins – ensures
uninterrupted service to your customers
and casino personnel. Money Machine
2 is designed with only one moving part,
which means fewer jams and lower
maintenance costs.

World-class service and support

Keep your cashier
lines short and running
smoothly by directing
patrons to your selfservice coin machine.

Cummins Allison service technicians
stand behind each product. Delivering
dependable, local service and parts
inventories, each skilled professional
is trained to maintain your specific
machine requirements. CA service
gives unparalleled, 97% satisfaction to
customers day in, day out, year after year.

World’s most powerful and
dependable coin processor
4,100 coins/minute
Fast, efficient coin processing

99.995% accurate
Ensures precise balancing

98% uptime
Ensures worry-free operations

4 procurement options
Gives you more ways to add coin
counters to your casino

Money Machine® 2 features and options
Money Machine 2 is built for fast,
effortless operation and best-in-class
reliability. Designed to maximize customer
satisfaction, it provides tremendous feature
flexibility to suit your preferences and
operational requirements.

Coin-collection systems
A choice of five coin-collection systems are
available. Bag machines can be configured
to sort or mix coins for continuous
processing, less frequent bag changes and
reduced coin pickups.

Bag collection sorts
or mixes coins into
16 high-volume
bags for a capacity
of up to 78,000 or
80,000 coins. Bag
stations roll out for
easy access.

Mixed bag with label
printer shown above.

• Bag capture with 16 sorted bags –
78,000 coins total
• Bag capture with 16 mixed bags – 80,000 coins total
• Bag capture with 8 sorted bags – 36,000 coins total
• Single bin – 70,000 mixed coin capacity
• Dual bins – 140,000 mixed coin capacity
Each system simplifies coin management for your casino.

Remote management access
Keep tabs on one or more Money Machine units through remotemanagement software. Remote management gives you immediate
access to bin levels, daily reports and transaction history in real
time, with instant notification of error alerts. Schedule bin pickups,
update machine messages, or monitor activity from your desktop
or smartphone.

Enhanced bag
management screens
High-strength polymer bins
are easy to change with
lightweight dollies and
can be stacked for easy
storage.

Dual-bin coin collection
minimizes interruptions and
lowers pickup costs by half.

Personnel will appreciate the
highly visual bag-management
system displayed on the unit’s
LCD. Clear and simple steps
for changing full bags and
the interactive display keep
training to a minimum.

A through-the-wall configuration for
either bag or bin allows select activities
to be performed at the back of the
machine for secure, behind-the-scenes
coin management.

Customizable touch-screen display

On-screen advertising

A large 15” color touch-screen guides
customers through the coin-counting
process. Custom graphics, images, and
multilingual text give you the flexibility to
promote your brand.

Advertise products and services through
fixed images or continuous-play videos.
On-screen advertising provides high visibility
to your most important promotions.

Machine graphics
Outfit your coin-counting machines with eyecatching graphics. Use standard Cummins
Allison graphics, choose to design your
own graphics, or opt for attractive stainless
steel panels – depending on how you want
to promote coin-counting services.

Choose how coin counting is
added to your casino
You have the freedom to place a machine
in your casino, rent, lease or own your coin
machine. Whatever option you choose, your
customers enjoy the benefits of an on-site
self-service coin machine.

Hands-free coin management
program
Our unique Coin Management Program
(CMP) includes bin or mixed bag pickup
from an approved logistics company,
along with coin processing, program

administration and
electronic bank
deposits within three
days of your bin or
mixed bag deposit.
CMP also removes
risks associated with
employee-handled
coin. We monitor
your machine online through our JetLink™
software and dispatch service, bin or mixed
bag pickup when needed. You’ll receive
monthly reports detailing the revenue
you’re producing.
Annual server access and activation
are free to CMP customers. Machines
on CMP are required to have preventive
maintenance and remote management
agreements.

Operational benefits: Work with your local Cummins Allison representative
to determine which combination of program options best meets your
business needs, risk level and revenue objectives.
Program/
Product

Stainless steel graphics provide a more elegant
finish for your casino. Machine shown with optional
charcoal hood.
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(1) Includes all costs for managing coin. (2) Casino manages coin. (3) Cummins Allison manages coin for bin
or mixed bag machines.

“Guests told us the lower fee is the reason
they come here instead of a retail coin kiosk.”
Morongo Casino, Resort and Spa

Money Machine® 2 self-service coin counter
Standard features
High-speed processing: At speeds as fast as
4,100 coins-per-minute, the Money Machine 2
boasts the fastest coin-sorting in the industry.
Advanced debris management: Debris such
as paper clips, screws, bolts and bent coin are
diverted to a debris cup for easy disposal.
Continuous suspect coin detection: Suspect
coins are diverted to a coin-return cup
uncounted, while maintaining the unmatched
coin-sorting speed.
Transaction memory and reporting: More than
30,000 transactions are stored in the Money
Machine 2 memory. Daily reports can be easily
obtained by authorized employees at any time.
Supports 100 individual user passwords.
Customizable screen display: Customized text
and graphics may be used on the customer
greeting screen. Service fee amounts and fee
disclaimers can also be specified here.
Kiosk-style printer: Thermal kiosk-style printer
with auto-cut printer with presenter. Light
activates when receipt is ready; interface notifies
attendant of low paper or paper out.

Customizable transaction receipt: Print a
logo with up to four lines of text at the top and
bottom of the patron receipt (allows two
logos total).

Specifications
Dimensions:
Single bin and bag unit: 56” H x 26” W x 29” D
Dual bin: 56” H x 26” W x 39.5” D
Coins sorted: 1¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢ and $1

Sorted bag collection options:
16-bag: 6 penny, 2 nickel, 2 dime, 4 quarter,
1 half dollar, 1 dollar
8-bag: 2 penny, 1 nickel, 1 dime, 2 quarter,
1 half dollar, 1 dollar
Power: Voltage operating range is 105-130 VAC.
Frequency is 50/60 Hz. Customer must provide
a single-phase, dedicated power line that
meets the machine’s power rating(s). Power
conditioning/stabilizing devices are available for
purchase from Cummins Allison.

Sorting speed: 3,100 mixed coins per minute,
4,100 dimes per minute
Coin sorting accuracy: 99.995%
Input tray: Gravity-flow tray with magnets to
capture non-coin items
Coin volume:
Single bin unit: up to 70,000 mixed coins
Dual bin unit: up to 140,000 mixed coins
(combined capacity of two bins)
Sorted 8 bag unit: up to 36,000 coins
Sorted 16 bag unit: up to 78,000 coins
Mixed 16 bag unit: up to 80,000 coins
High-volume full Federal Reserve-size bags

For more information on how
Money Machine 2 can help casinos
grow local traffic and generate
incremental revenue, visit
cumminsallison.com/moneymachine

852 Feehanville Drive
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056
800 786 5528
cumminsallison.com
© 2016 Cummins-Allison Corp. Specifications subject to change without notice.

Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers
would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
023-1928 Rev. B

